Dr. B.R.AMBEDKAR OPEN UNIVERSITY
Prof. G.Ram Reddy Marg, Road No.46, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad- 500 033.
www.braou.ac.in
ADMISSION NOTIFICATION 2012–13
BA, BCom and BSc. PROGRAMMES

The University invites applications from the eligible candidates for Direct Admission into UG programmes for the academic year 2012-13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UG PROGRAMMES</th>
<th>MEDIUM*</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>ELIGIBILITY **</th>
<th>Code Nos. of Study Centres where prog(s) are on offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.A., B.Com. and B.Sc.</td>
<td>TM EM UM</td>
<td>3 yrs</td>
<td>* Intermediate OR Equivalent Qualification (Without minimum age restriction i.e. 18 yrs.)</td>
<td>001 to 224 (Except 18,21,23,134, 160,202,208,and219) Study Centres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Candidates passed Intermediate through National Open School are also eligible to take Direct Admission into U.G. Programme.

TM – Telugu Medium; EM - English Medium; UM – Urdu Medium ** For list of Study Centres and further details refer University Website www.braou.ac.in

** Commencement of Sale of Applications : 06-06-2012

* Last date for Sale and Submission of filled-in Application Forms
  a) Without late fee : 20-07-2012
  b) With a Late fee of Rs. 200/- : 09-08-2012

Note: Candidate has to submit the filled in Application Form in person or by post at the study centre where seeks admission.

COST OF APPLICATION FORM: Rs. 150/-

HOW TO OBTAIN APPLICATION FORM: For obtaining Application Form pay the amount through Challan at identified SBH Branches or Demand Draft drawn in favour of “THE REGISTRAR, Dr. B.R.A.O.U PAYABLE AT HYDERABAD” with Candidate’s Name on any Nationalized Banks. Cash will not be accepted. Application Forms can be obtained from the University Headquarters at Road No.46, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad – 500 033 on all working days between 11.00 AM and 4.30 PM or at the study centres mentioned against each district between 11.00AM and 4.30 P.M. on all working days except Mondays and Tuesday immediately following the Second Saturday by submitting Challan/DD.

By Post: The Application Form can also be obtained from the Director, Student Services Branch, Road No.46, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad - 500 033 by sending a crossed Demand Draft for Rs.180/- drawn in favour of THE REGISTRAR, Dr. B.R.A.O.U PAYABLE AT HYDERABAD.

1) U.G. II Year 2011 batch & III Year 2010 batch Tuition Fee payment dates (Intimation letters are already sent to students by post).
   U.G. II Year : Without Late Fee: 10-07-2012 With a Late Fee of Rs. 200/- 03-08-2012
   U.G. III Year: Without Late Fee: 05-07-2012 With a Late Fee of Rs. 200/- 25-07-2012
Note: Students taken Admission from 2004 onwards and could not pay II & III year tuition fee can also pay as per the schedule.

2) Lateral Entry into Second Year UG (B.A./B.Com./B.Sc.) Contact the study centres/Head quarters on the following Numbers for details Ph.No. 040-23680281, 23680294, 23680296. Last date : 08-08-2012

3) RE- ADMISSION: U.G. & P.G. students who could not complete their degree within stipulated period can seek re-admission subject to rules and regulation in vogue. The last dates for submission of U.G. & P.G applications are I spell: 15-06-2012 to 30-08-2012; II spell: 05-12-2012 to 28-02-2013. For Re-Admission application Proforma please contact your study centre and also go through the University web-site www.braou.ac.in.
LIST OF STUDY CENTRES OF Dr.BRAOU:

ADILABAD: (001) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, FORMER ADILABAD; (051) SKE DEGREE COLLEGE, SIRPUR KAGAZANGA; (073) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, NIRMAL; (109) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, BELLAMPALLY; (119) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, MANCHERIAL; (140) GRP. GOVT. DEG. COLLEGE, BHAINSA; (192) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, ASIFABAD; (209) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, REBBENA; ANANTAPUR: (002) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR MEN, ANANTAPUR; (052) S.D.G.S.COLLEGE, HINDUPUR; (076) S.K.P. GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, GUNTAKAL; (102) K H GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, DHARMAVARAM; (108) KSN GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, ANANTAPUR; (118) STSN GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, KADIRI; (145) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, TADIPATRI; (162) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, URAVA KONDA; (177) KTS GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, RAYADURG. CHITTOOR: (017) S V ARTS COLLEGE, TIRUPATI; (041) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, PUTTUR; (047) S.V.A.GOVTCOLLEGE FOR MEN, SRIKALAHASTI; (064) PVK GOVT. COLLEGE, CHITTOOR; (065) MFC GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KUPPAM; (066) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, SATYAVEEDU; (084) BESANT THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE, MADANAPALLY; (161) S P DEGREE COLLEGE, TIRUPATI; (165) C.R.N ARTS & SCI COLLEGE, PILER; (217) SVCR GOVT. DEG. COLLEGE, PALAMANERU.

EAST GODAVARI: (014) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, RAJAHMUNDY; (061) R.R.B.H.R.GOVTCOLLEGE FOR MEN, CHITTOOR; (158) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, Rampachodavaram. (205) MVMJS & RVR college of Arts & Science, KURNOOL.

KADAPA: (003) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR MEN, KADAPA; (077) S.C.N.R.GOVTCOLLEGE, MADIRE; (078) LAYOLA DEGREE COLLEGE (YSRR), PULIVENDULA; (089) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, RAYACHOTI; (110) SRNB DEGREE COLLEGE, BADVEL; (123) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, RAJAMPET; (154) SRR & SKR Govt.Coll for Women, KADAPA; (163) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, PORUMAMILLA; (164) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, JAMMALAMADUGU; (184) SRI CSSR & SRRM DEG. COLLEGE, KAMALAPURAM; (190) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE KODURU RS; (166) CENTRAL PRISON, KADAPA; KARIMNAGAR: (006) SRR GOVT. DEG. COLLEGE, KARIMNAGAR; (046) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, METTALLA; (048) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MAHADEVAPUR; (049) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE FOR BOYS, MANATHUND; (050) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, HUZURABAD; (054) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE FOR BOYS, PEDDAKAL; (055) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, GODAVARIKONDA; (079) S.K.N.R.GOVTCOLLEGE, JAGITYAL; (155) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, KARIMNAGAR; (173) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, AGRAHARAM; (174) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, HUSNABAD; (175) SRavanthi JR. COLLEGE, JAMMIKUNTA; (210) SADHANA JR. COLLEGE, DHARMARAM. KHAMMAM: (007) SR & BGNR GOVT. COLLEGE, KHAMMAM; (039) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, BHADRACHALAM; (056) S.R. GOVT. ARTS & SCI. COLLEGE, KOTHAGudem; (071) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, KHAMMAM; (094) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MADIHRA; (127) NATIONAL DEG. COLLEGE, PALONCHA; (137) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, YELLANDU; (142) NAVARABHARAT DEGREE COLLEGE, SATHUPALLI; (176) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, CHARLA; (195) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, ENKOOR; (211) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, GARLA; (220) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, CHINTUR.

KRISHNA: (042) SRR & CVR GOVT. DEG. COLLEGE, MACHAVARAM, VIJAYAWADA; (067) A.J.KALASA, MACHILIPATNAM; (073) MONTESSOURI MAHILA KALASA, Punnammathota, VIJAYAWADA; (085) KVR COLLEGE, NANDIGAMA; (086) DHARMA APPARAO COLLEGE, NUZVID; (107) ANR ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, GUDIWADA; (197) SAI DEGREE COLLEGE, THIRUVURU; (212) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, AVANIGADDA. KURNOOL: (008) SILVER JUBILEE GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE, KURNOOL; (080) PSC & KVS GOVT. COLLEGE, NANDYAL; (081) ADONI ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, ADONI. (088) GOVT.JR. COLL., SRISAILAM PROJECT, SRISAILAM; (156) KVR GOVT. DEG.COLL. FOR WOMEN, KURNOOL; (178) SIRDHARTHA JUNIOR COLLEGE, DHONE. (223) S.R.GOVTCOLLEGE,EMMIGNIUR MAHABUBNAGAR: (009) MVS GOVT. ARTS & SCI. COLLEGE, MAHABUBNAGAR; (057) S.V.P. DEGREE COLLEGE, SHADNAGAR; (096) MALD GOVT. ARTS & SCI. COLLEGE, GADWAL; (099) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR MEN, WANAPARTHY; (120) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KALVAKURTHY; (141) SURYALAKSHMI DEG.COLL. OF ARTS & SCI., NARAYANPET; (143) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE FOR BOYS, ACHAMPET; (146) Dr.B.RR DEGREE COLLEGE, JEDCHERA; (157) NTR GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, MAHABUBNAGAR; (179) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, NAGARKURNOOL; (198) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KOSGII; (196) RID GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, Kollapur. MEDAK: (015) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, SIDDIPET; (063) TARA GOVT. COLLEGE, SANGAREDDY; (098) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, MEDAK; (124) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, ZAHIRABAD; (136) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, NARSAPUR; (138) GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE, GAJwel; (180) N M DEGREE COLLEGE, JOPITEP; (213) GOVT. Jr. College for BOYS CHINNAKODUR; (224) GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE,SADASIVAPET; NALGONDA: (010) NAGARJUNA GOVT. COLLEGE, NALGONDA; (040) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MIRyalAGAR; (058) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, ALAIR; (097) S.V.COLLEGE, SURYAPET; (111) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, NAGARJUNASAGAR; (121) MKR GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE, DEVERKONDA; (144) GOVT.JR.COLLEGE FOR BOYS, BHONGIR; (147) K R GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KODAD; (158) GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE FOR WOMEN NALGONDA; (181) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, RAMANAPET; (182) RAMAKRISHNA DEGREE COLLEGE, HALIA; (199) PRIYADARSHINI DEG. COLLEGE, HUZURNAGAR; (200) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MOTHUR NELLORE: (011) SRI SARVODAYA COLLEGE, NELLORE; (059) JAWAHAR BHARATHI COLLEGE, KAVADI; (082) Y R JUNIOR COLLEGE, VINJAMoor; (101) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, NAIDUPET; (159) D.K. GOVT. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, NELLORE; (183) G.S.Arts&Sci.College, RAMACHANDRAPURAM; (193) SRJ DEGREE COLLEGE, ATHMAKUR. (214) MRR GOVT. DEGREE. COLLEGE UDAYAGIRI.
NIZAMABAD: (012) GIRRAJ GOVT. COLLEGE, NIZAMABAD; (060) GOVT.DEGREE COLLEGE, BANSWADA; (095) GOVT.ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, KAMAREDDY; (104) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, BODHAN; (135) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MORTHAD; (185) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, ARMOOR; (201) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, BHEEMGAL; (215) CARE DEGREE COLLEGE NIZAMABAD. (216) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE BICHUKONDA. (222) GOVT.DEGREE COLLEGE YELLA REDDY: PRAKASAM: (013) CSR SARMA COLLEGE, ONGOLE; (043) VRS & YRN COLLEGE, CHIRALA; (072) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, MARTHUR; (090) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, KANIGIRI; (122) SRI VIVEKANANDA ARTS&SCIE. COLLEGE, CHEVELLA; (169) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, MEDCHAL; (171) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, HAYATNAGAR; (172) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, IBRAHIMPATNAM; (221) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE RAJENDRA NAGAR. SRIKAKULAM: (016) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE FOR MEN, SRIKAKULAM; (044) GOVT.DEGREE COLLEGE, TEKKALI; (083) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, FOR BOYS ITCHAPURAM. (204) Govt. Junior College, Pathapatnam, (207) Govt. Junior College, Palasa, VISAKHAPATNAM: (019) DR.VS KRISHNA GOVT. COLLEGE, VISAKHAPATNAM; (068) SGA GOVT.DEGREE COLLEGE, YELEMANCHILI; (128) GOVT.DEGREE COLLEGE, PADERU VIZIANAGARAM: (020) M.R. COLLEGE, VIZIANAGARAM; (092) S.V. DEGREE COLLEGE, PARVATHIPURAM WARANGAL: (069) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, MULUGU; (075) KAKATIYA GOVT.DEG.COLLEGE, HANAMKONDA; (087) ABV DEGREE COLLEGE, JANGOAN; (093) CKM Arts & SCIENCE COLLEGE, WARANGAL; (113) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, PARALKAL; (117) CENTRAL PRISON, WARANGAL; (149) SIDHARTHUNA JR. COLLEGE, BHOOPALAPALLY; (150) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KODAKANDLA; (186) GOVT JUNIOR COLLEGE, CHERIAL; (187) GOVT. JR. COLLEGE, THORRUR, WEST GODAVARI: (004) SIR CRR COLLEGE, ELURU; (045) D.N.R. COLLEGE, BHIMAVARAM; (053) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, POLAVARAM; (112) AKRG DEGREE COLLEGE, NALLAHERLA; (151) Smt. Kondepudi Sarojini Devi Mahila Kalasala, TANUKU; (206) Govt. Degree College for Boys, Chinthalapudi, HYDERABAD & SECUNDERABAD: (022) GOVT. CITY COLLEGE, HYDERABAD; (024) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, Y.M.C.A., SECUNDERABAD; (026) MAM GOVT.MODEL JR.COL. FOR GIRLS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD; (027) RAILWAY JUNIOR COLLEGE, SECUNDERABAD; (028) GOVT.DEG. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD; (029) GOVT. DEGREE COLLEGE, KHAIRATABAD, HYDERABAD; (030) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD; (032) MAHBOOB COLLEGE, S.P.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD; (033) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE FOR BOYS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD; (034) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE ALIYA, GUNFOUNDRY, HYDERABAD; (035) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE (OLD), MALAKPET, HYDERABAD; (036) GOVT.JUNIOR COLLEGE, BHEL, R.C.PURAM; (037) PRINCES SHAKAR COLL.FOR WOMEN, PURANA HAVELI, HYDERABAD; (038) ST.THOMAS SAMHITA JR.COLLEGE, MALAKPET, HYDERABAD; (129) Vivekananda GOVT. COLLEGE, VIDYANAGAR, HYDERABAD; (130) DVM DEG.COL.OF COMMERCE & SCI., L.B.NAGAR, HYDERABAD; (131) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, MALKAJIGIRI, SECUNDERABAD; (139) S.P. COLLEGE, Padmarao Nagar, SECUNDERABAD; (148) NEW GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD; (153) LALBAHADUR DEGREE COLLEGE, MEHDIPATNAM, HYDERABAD; (188) IDEAL DEGREE COLL. FOR WOMEN, DILSUKNAGAR, HYDERABAD; (189) GOVT. JUNIOR COLLEGE, BOLLARUM, SECUNDERABAD; (191) L N GUPTA EVENING COLLEGE, CHAR KAMAN, HYDERABAD; (194) GOVT. DEGREE College for Women, Hussani Alam, Hyderabad.

REGISTRAR